CVSN and GenNext Announces Industry Job board

(Jacksonville, FL - October 21st, 2019) - CVSN/GenNext are proud to announce that http://www.heavydutycareers.com and http://www.hdjobboard.com are now live.

Over a year in the making, Industry partners from CVSN, GenNext, HDATP, and VIPAR HD have come together to make the HD industry job board a reality. Candidates can now easily search for jobs that fit their experience in the HD industry and pinpoint to any geographical location in North America.

Likewise this tool can be used by both our distributor and supplier members to post jobs and get the talent that they need in order to hire and retain the most valuable asset to your businesses, quality employees. The user can at any time create, change or delete their job postings. The listing will remain for 60 days at that point if the listing is still up on the site an email will be send to them to continue the posting or remove the posting.

The site is ready for members/anyone to post job listings. They can go to either of the two URLs to post their listing. They both point at the same website.

User Name: hdjobboard
Password: CVSN1234

The posting will then go to CVSN staff for review and approval. After proper checks for spam the posting will go live.

To learn more about CVSN and association membership visit www.cvsn.org or call 904-737-2900.
About CVSN: CVSN (www.cvsn.org) is the voice of the independent aftermarket distributor. The mission of CVSN is to strengthen its members’ businesses through training and education and building strong relationships between members and their supply partners across North America. CVSN is leading the efforts to protect the independent aftermarket from challenges brought by the OE vehicle manufacturers and government regulations. CVSN is a co-owner of the all-industry HDAW along with the Auto Care Association (ACA) and the Heavy Duty Manufacturers Association (HDMA). The association also is a partner in the CVSN/GenNext Training Expo and the Annual Aftermarket Distribution Summit for their distributor members, supplier partners and spouses.

About GenNext: GenNext is a select group of young and influential heavy-duty trucking aftermarket leaders. This group is considered the up-and-coming leaders of tomorrow in the aftermarket truck parts industry. While the group’s message is meant for younger executives (45 and under) any age level is welcome to join. The core goal of GenNext is to educate, mentor, and recruit the next generation of heavy duty aftermarket leaders.
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